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“Princess casino”:  
Minsk, Y. Kupaly str., 25 
 tel. (+375 17) 328 69 17,  

328 69 51

“Princess slots”, 
crossroad of logoysky 
tract and Minsk  
ringway, 
trK«expobel» 
tel.(+375 17) 261 63 12

casino  
"centr Dosuga": 

Minsk, nemiga str., 12  
tel. (+375 17)  

200 14 92, 200 42 81
FE “Minsk Princess Hotel” 220030 Minsk, Kirov Str., 13  tax ID101364977

The lisence for carrying out of activity in gambling business № 02310/0277966 given by Ministry of Sport and 
Tourism of the Republic of Belarus, for a period since 26.03.2007 until 26.03.2012.
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CIS confirms its high 
status
During CIS Heads of State Council 
meeting, President of Belarus 
Alexander Lukashenko proposes 
additional mechanisms to bolster 
economic co-operation ➔ 2
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There is no 
easy bread 

Where is the 
traditional 
Belarusian 

karavai (round 
loaf) baked?   
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Apples from wonderful 
garden

Farming experiences in the Republic 
testify to the fact that this sector 

is currently displaying dynamic 
development, yet its share in agrarian 

production continues to be insignificant  
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Looking at the 
sun without 
rose-tinted 

glasses
Belarus’ alternative 

energy development in 
full swing   Page  4

Close analysis 
of artistic treasures
Two exhibitions, hosted by 
National Art Museum and 
Modern Fine Arts Museum, 
present creativity of 
European artists

During WWII, Minsk Ghetto 
was considered to be one of 
the largest in Europe. Opening 
in the summer of 1941, its 
residents were held there until 
October 1943. During this 
period of time, the black muzzle 
of Nazi hatred absorbed almost 
100,000 Jews, including tens 
of thousands deported from 
Austria, Poland and other 
European states. Minsk recently 
held a ceremony to mark the 
70th anniversary of those 
terrible times: Memorial Days  
of Minsk Ghetto.

Memories 
will never die

Talent to remain 
goddess
This sportswoman has not 
visited Belarus since 1998, 
since settling in Houston. It 
would be interesting to find out 
if any of her neighbours realise 
just what a goddess they have 
living close to them.

Presidents of Belarus, 
Russia and Kazakhstan 
discuss treaty on 
Eurasian Economic 
Union in Minsk 
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